
RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION
DISCIPLINARY HEARING

Constituent Body: NLD

Venue: Newark RFC

Case Number: NLD23/24 017

Date: 14/11/23

JUDGMENT 

Player: N/A
Club: Glossop  RFC

Match: Glossop RFC V Morley RFC Regional 2 North (East) L6 
Date of game: 14/10/23

Panel: Tim Bembridge (Chair), Ian Roe, Leslie Law, Craig Lord, Arlene Moxon.
Secretary: Andrew Statham
Attending: Neil Pearson (Team Coach), Toby Colebourne, (Club Secretary), David 
Seabourn (Coach), Martin Lindsay (Treasurer & Discipline sec.)

Decision

1. The Panel found that in the balance of probability the behaviour of Glossop RFC 
spectators in the game was not acceptable, constituted referee abuse and caused 
the match referee to submit an RFU match official abuse form (MoA Form) and 
abandon the game.
2. The club pleaded guilty to the charge of conduct prejudicial to the interests of the 
game, contrary to RFU Rule 5.12.
3. For the benefit of clarity the club pleaded guilty to both charges. Both charges are 
to be dealt with by this one judgement.

4. The club were sanctioned as follows:
a) 15 league points to be deducted from their first team RFU league (Currently 

Regional 2, North East) This to be applied to the season 24/25 (Sept 1 2024). 
This is  specific to the abandoned game charge. The panel were of the view 
that to apply it to the current season would have little to no effect due to their 
present position in the league. An abandoned game demands a meaningful 
sanction due to the serious nature of this charge.

b) 10 League points deducted from their first team league record (what ever 
league they are in) suspended until the end of league 24/25 (June 2025). 
Should there be a repetition of this behaviour at any game, level, gender or 
age group. This sanction will be invoked in addition to any sanction the 
subsequent panel deems appropriate.

https://www.englandrugby.com/dxdam/27/27533fb9-f2b8-429c-85d4-e190658d658d/2020-21%20Rules%20final.pdf


c) The club must evidence what they have told NLD Discipline has already been 
put in place to prevent reoccurrence of this behaviour.

d) The club must distribute RFU angry man cards and post the angry man 
posters given to them at the hearing. The club must obtain further supplies of 
this stationery directly from the RFU.

e) The club must print and display copies of the RFU code of conduct posters 
emailed to Toby Colbourne by the panel chair on the 15/11/23 receipt 
confirmed at 11-31.

f) The club must write a letter of apology to the match official involved in this 
charge.

g) The club must arrange with the RFU education dept to have active bystander 
training at their club (at their expense should there be any)

h) The club website and social media must show evidence of this judgement and 
these sanctions along with further efforts to prevent reoccurrence.

Preliminary Matters
5.  The panel introduced themselves and the chairman outlined the procedure. The 
chairman also asked if the club had any objections. The club introduced themselves 
and stated they had no objections to the formation of the panel nor the procedure 
that follows.

Charge and Plea
6. That their members on the day in question acted in such a way that the referee 
took the decision to abandon the match and complete a match official abuse form. 
This is acting in such a way as to be conduct prejudicial to the interests of the game, 
contrary to RFU Rule 5.12,  
7. The club pleaded guilty to the charge.

Evidence
8. The forms were discussed at length and the panel were grateful of the clubs 
candour and efforts they have gone to already to deal with this behaviour and 
actions to prevent reoccurrence. Wording in the referee’s report was questioned and 
it was agreed some wording of an extremely serous nature would be redacted for 
this hearing. The redaction of this wording, whilst serious in nature did not reduce the 
level of seriousness this case in any way, it was in effect a method to move the 
hearing forward and enabled the club to plead guilty. Video was available as was 
statements from the opposition club chairman and team captain.

Sanction
9. We undertook an assessment of the club members conduct under Regulation 
19.11.8 as follows:-

a) We believed that the offences, along with the words spoken mentioned in both 
forms, (save for the redacted wording) that occurred during the match where 
wholly unacceptable and convinced the match referee to feel concerned 
enough to abandon the game and complete a MoA form.

b) The offending was reckless, that is the members knew (or should have 
known) they were committing an act of match official abuse;

c) The offences would have passed the red card guidelines had the words been 
spoken by a player

https://www.englandrugby.com/dxdam/27/27533fb9-f2b8-429c-85d4-e190658d658d/2020-21%20Rules%20final.pdf


d) There were numerous members committing these acts and, at the time, no 
other members took any steps to prevent the perpetuators from repeating 
these acts despite the knowledge that these were acts of abuse. (passive 
bystanders)

Mitigating Factors

10.
(a)We considered there were no mitigating factors on the days in question
(b)The club had spent a some time organising and evidencing the actions they had 

taken to prevent reoccurrence 
(c)the actions and evidence mentioned above (10, a & 10, b) affected the panels 

consideration in this case. But for the clubs efforts prior to this hearing the 
sanctions could have been far grater.

Aggravating Features

11.  
We considered the aggravating factors under regulation 19.11.13
 NLD RFU have taken steps at the beginning of the current season, (23/24) to 
enable this discipline committee to aggravate cases of match abuse at their 
discretion. As this is not a charge against an individual we considered it difficult to 
aggravate by the agreed rate (aggravation of up to 4 weeks ban)

There was a large amount of evidence submitted by people present on the day that 
these charges needed to be taken extremely seriously. 

Decision

12.The club pleaded guilty and this was proven by the panel.

Costs

12.  £50-00  fee to the club.
Right of Appeal

13. There is a right of appeal against this decision. Any such appeal must be lodged 
with the RFU Head of Discipline by

Appendix: 

Notes from the match cut and pasted from the referee’s report:



On Saturday the 14th October 2023, I refereed a level 6 rugby match between Glossop RUFC 
and Morley RUFC at Glossop's home ground. The match was played at a compeIIve level, 
although it became apparent early on that Morley were the beKer side. They were very 
dominant in the scrums and during open play were the more likely team to score. 
Throughout the first half, the Glossop captain Jake Gibson constantly quesIoned every 
decision I made, which began to effect his team mates. They became frustrated, gave 
unnecessary penalIes away and were vocal in their disagreement with how I was managing 
the game. This was also echoed by the Glossop spectators, who were stood on the drive 
next to the pitch behind the Glossop team’s technical area. I was constantly hearing very 
loud shouts from the spectators of "YOU'RE THE WORST REF WE'VE EVER HAD", "GET A 
FUCKING GRIP REF" and "YOU'RE A LOAD OF SHIT REF".  

I spoke with Jake Gibson and informed him that I wasn't happy with the way his team were 
conducIng themselves and that they were giving too many penalIes away. I advised him to 
speak with his team in an aKempt to increase their discipline, which I can only assume he 
did. 

The second half started the way the first half had finished, with the Glossop players 
appealing for decisions and complaining about the decisions I was making, and their 
spectators shouIng directed abuse at me, in clear contravenIon of the game’s ethos and 
core values. I again had a word with Jake Gibson, which wasn’t received very well by him. So 
much so, that he informed me that another player, who I believe he called Mario was taking 
over the captaincy. 

Approximately 7 minutes in to the second half, one of the Glossop players gained possession 
of the ball in his own half, where he was tackled hard but legiImately and fairly by a Morley 
player. This tackle seemed to incense not only the Glossop players but also their vocal 
spectators. The Glossop players were appealing that the tackle was dangerous, which it 
definitely wasn’t. And the spectators were screaming obsceniIes at me, such as “YOU’RE A 
FUCKING DISGRACE” and “YOU’RE A PRICK”. As I passed the group of Glossop spectators, a 
tall grey haired man, wearing a white shirt and Ie, with a long black coat shouted at the top 
of his voice, “YOU’RE A BLOODY DISGRACE REF”. I told him to be quiet, to which he shouted 
“WHO ARE YOU TELLING TO BE QUIET”, I replied by telling him to shut up, as I felt his 
aggressive demeanour and words were inciIng his fellow spectators to behave in a manner 
that was not only abusive but becoming threatening and inImidaIng.  

Ader a short period of Ime and with some aKenIon from the Glossop physiotherapist, the 
player subsequently got to his feet and carried on. 

I brought both captains over to where I was stood and informed them that I was extremely 
unhappy with the way that I was being verbally abused by the Glossop spectators and with 
the ill-discipline and aggression of the Glossop players. I informed them that if it conInued I 
would have no choice but to abandon the match, as the abuse and temper of the game by 
the Glossop players and spectators was unacceptable.  



Approximately 10 minutes in to the second half, Morley were aKacking the Glossop try line 
and were approximately 15 metres out. A ruck had formed, which was won by Morley. The 
ball was held at the back of the ruck, when I saw the Glossop number 9 join the ruck from 
the side and kick the ball down the field. I immediately blew my whistle and issued him with 
a yellow card for coming in to the ruck from an offside posiIon and kicking the ball. He led 
the field of play muKering something, although I couldn’t hear what he was saying.  This 
incident again inflamed the Glossop players and spectators. I could hear people shouIng at 
the top of their voices at the side of the pitch and I was feeling more inImidated and 
concerned not only for myself but also for the Morley players. 

Ader a short period of Ime and whilst sejng a scrum, I clearly heard the Glossop number 
10 say loudly to one of his team mates, quite obviously so that I could hear, “WE’RE ONLY 
LOSING THIS GAME BECAUSE OF THE REF”. At this point, I issued him with a yellow card for 
disrespecIng the authority of the match official or as it’s more commonly known, dissent. 
He immediately led the field of play. 

I could sIll hear the shouIng and abuse coming from the Glossop spectators and I was 
feeling more uneasy with their aggressive stance. As the play passed by the Glossop 
spectators I clearly heard one of them shout to me (Redacted) At this point, and at 61 
minutes in to the game, I called both captains over to me and informed them that I was no 
longer willing to allow the match to conInue as I was receiving serious abuse and threats. I 
then blew my whistle and abandoned the match with 19 minutes sIll led to play. 

Ader I had ended the game, I was approached by the Morley captain Tom Davies, who 
informed me that he was glad that I had ended the game as he stated that he had concerns 
for the safety of his players. I was also approached by the Morley coaching staff and a 
number of Morley spectators who informed me that they had never experienced such 
indiscipline from another team and its supporters ever. They all stated to me that they felt I 
had had a good game and the abuse was totally unwarranted. 

I also had a conversaIon with the Glossop coach in the presence of the Morley coaching 
staff, who inImated that he would discuss his team’s indiscipline with them. Although he 
went on to say that he wasn’t happy with me telling a ‘paying spectator’ to shut up. I 
informed him that I was well within my rights as the spectator was abusive and inflaming 
others around him. I went on to say to him that I was quite happy to defend my brusque 
riposte should he wish to raise the issue with the Manchester and District Referees Society. 

I can honestly say that having been involved in rugby union as a player, coach and referee for 
over 45 years, this is the worse experience I have had to endure. I am saddened that I had to 
end the game prematurely but I feel that I had no other choice. 

Ader this extremely unsavoury incident, I am of the opinion that I would never want to 
officiate in any capacity at Glossop RUFC again as I have serious concerns with regards to 
their game ethos and core values. 

Enquiries are ongoing with Morley RUFC as to whether there are any persons prepared to 
submit a witness statement with regards to this incident. 



They are also going to try to provide a copy of the match video they recorded for their own 
coaching purposes.


